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Illustrated by the beloved creator of Mike Mulligan and His Steam Shovel, The Little House, and
Katy and the Big Snow, this is a delightful version of the tale that boys and girls have loved for
centuries. The Emperor himself, his court, and his clothes—or lack of them—are as outrageous
and comical as only the master storyteller Hans Christian Andersen can make them, and
Virginia Lee Burton adds to this tale of fun her own irrepressible humor in pictures and
design.This lovely new Folk Tale Classics edition celebrates Burton’s lively concoction of
remarkable spirit and beauty.

About the AuthorHans Christian Andersen (1805-1875) was a prolific Danish author and poet
best known for his fairy tales. His stories have crossed all limitations of time and space, having
been translated into more than 125 languages,and have become an integral part of children’s
literature worldwide. A master of the genre, his stories present lessons and entertainment for
readers of all ages.Virginia Lee Burton (1909-1968) was the talented author and illustrator of
some of the most enduring books ever written for children. The winner of the 1942 Caldecott
Medal for THE LITTLE HOUSE, Burton's books include heroes and happy endings, lively
illustrations, and a dash of nostalgia. She lived with her two sons, Aristides and Michael, and her
husband George Demetrios, the sculptor, in a section of Gloucester, Massachusetts, called Folly
Cove. Here she taught a class in design and from it emerged the Folly Cove designers, a group
of internationally known professional artisans. She is the author of many classic children's
picture books, including MIKE MULLIGAN AND HIS STEAM SHOVEL and KATY AND THE BIG
SNOW.--This text refers to the hardcover edition.From Publishers WeeklyColorful pictures
portray the classic story. Ages 4-8.Copyright 1987 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text
refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Inside Flap"I love clothes," cries the
Emperor, and he's not kidding. He doesn't care a fig for anything or anybody else--he doesn't
have to, he's the Emperor. What a spoiled pig! He's so vain and stuck-up that he's the perfect
target for two sly swindlers, who weave him a suit of clothes no one will ever forget--especially
not the Emperor! --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the PublisherAbout
Little Pebbles: This charming series retells classic fairy tales with bright illustrations and a clever
tone. The stories in the Little Pebbles series have been adapted for children today while
respecting the richness and flavor of the original versions. The small size of the books and their
warm, inviting illustrations will appeal to children, who will also love the game page at the end of
each book and will want to read all the books in the series. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Book DescriptionPaperback edition:$6.95/$7.95 CAN978-0-618-34420-8
--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.ReviewDeftly rendered and smartly
illustrated, Angela Barrett's pictures offer a clever take on the story by transposing it to a pre-



World War I era of sleek vintage roadsters ... and a population that cultivates overbred dogs and
Proustian foppishness. Younger readers will be titillated and thrilled by the decision to show
plainly the embarrassing social consequences of the Emperor's folly. (All ages) -- The New York
Times Book Review, Francine Prose --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From
Kirkus ReviewsThe Emperor's New Clothes (28 pp.; $15.95; Feb.; 1-56397-699-4): This is not so
much a new edition of Andersen's classic as it is an opportunity for Archipowa to demonstrate
her skill with watercolors. They have a great delicacy that is almost filigreed at times. The two
swindlers have their wicked intent etched into their faces, while the royal retinue sport a good
variety of expressions to show their confusion. The illustrator also has a fine time capturing
gestures, e.g., the swindlers feigning their weaving and tailoring. Fittingly, because this is a story
about clothes, Archipowa has expended much energy on the finery worn by the characters in the
story. (Picture book/folklore. 4-9) -- Copyright ©1998, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved. --
This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From BooklistIn this high-spirited
adaptation, Tharlet captures perfectly the satire and mischievous fun of a perennial favorite. Rich
with historical details, the full-page spreads show the bustle of the town and the excitement as
the boastful strangers arrive, work their way into the palace, labor over their imaginary cloth, and
send His Majesty through the streets in a suit of long underwear. The watercolor-and-pencil
illustrations enhance the story's inherent appeal with clear, visual characterizations of the prissy,
vain king; the bumbling, idiotic ministers; the devious con men; and the clear-eyed, precocious
boy who calls out the truth. Using soft-edged colors, simple dot-eyed faces, and silly hairstyles,
Tharlet infuses the story's humorous moral lesson with playfulness that's perfect for story hours,
while the well-written, simple text is suitable for beginning readers. Gillian EngbergCopyright ©
American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From School Library JournalPreSchool-Grade 2 - A menagerie of animals and a clown-
faced Emperor drawn in Rowe's distinctive style populate this version of Andersen's classic tale.
It is a modern and succinct retelling that works well for sharing aloud. The story is shortened but
otherwise is mostly faithful to the original, except for a surprise ending in which the Emperor
joins the crowd in laughing at himself. However, Rowe's highly unusual illustrations are the main
attraction, and perhaps also the drawback, to this book. The artwork is full of Bosch-like details,
and it is sometimes difficult to tell what is going on. Some children may delight in the rosy-
cheeked populace, but others may be put off by their eccentricity. Yet the depiction of the naked
Emperor prancing and posing is delightfully expressive. Many other illustrated versions of this
story are available, making this one an additional purchase. - Robin L. Gibson, formerly at Perry
County District Library, New Lexington, OHCopyright © Reed Business Information, a division of
Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.Read more
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Many years ago there lived an Emperor.He was so fond of new clothesthat he spent all his
timeand all his moneyin order to be well dressed.

He did not care about his soldiersnor did he go to the theatreor even ride outexcept to show
offhis beautiful new clothes.He had a different suitfor every hour of the day.People would ask,
“Where is the Emperor?”Instead of answering,“He is in councilwith his Ministers,”his officers
would reply,“The Emperor is changing his clothesin his dressing room.”

Time passed merrily in the big townwhich was the Emperor’s capital city.
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Patricia, “Not just for children. This book was one from my childhood. I purchased it to give to my
grandchildren as a way of understanding the things that are happening in our government and
media today”

L. Brown, “Old fairy tale comes true in America. I bought this book for myself, as a reminder of
the old story that has come true in America. . . our emperor has no clothes.”

grammygru, “Love the illustrations and the story!. I have always loved this story! So much depth
in a small book for children. The Emperor's vanity causes him to make a fool of himself in view of
all his subjects. He wants to impress others so he, and all his advisors, pretend to see the
invisible cloth that can only be seen if you are wise and worthy, according to the weavers. An
innocent child is the only one honest enough to say, "The Emperor has no clothes on!" The
world is full of hypocrites. Few of us have the courage and honesty to say, "The Emperor has no
clothes on!"”

Maria R, “Must read!. Great story I wanted to share with my kids as I loved it as a kid and always
remember it”

Miss Barbara, “Virginia Lee Burton's illustrations set this version of the classic apart from the
rest.. Most everyone knows the story of the Emperor's New Clothes but what sets this book
apart from the rest is Virginia Lee Burton's whimsical illustrations. It's fun for you and your child
to just sit and examine the drawomgs. There is so much going on that you can make side stories
from the pictures alone. Miss Burton was a true genius of her craft.The story itself is well told
and this book will be a keeper in your child's library.”

Critical Thought, “Great way to explain masks and lockdowns to kids.... Great/colorful
presentation of an important classic.”

Kar, “Marvelous story, endearing illustrations. Loved reading this as an adult with a mature
understanding of the moral. I had only remembered "the punchline" so to speak so to read the
internal dialogues the characters had within themselves was a great read now that I'm nearly 50.”

L. Taylor, “Beautiful illustrations in a classic tale.. This is a beautifully illustrated classic tale. I
always loved the story as a child and was excited to share it with my children. I researched
several different publications and found a few really oddly illustrated ones! I always love Virginia
Lee Burton's illustrations, so this was the perfect option for us!”

Maureen Caelli, “good price. Great book but too busy for kids”



Mikey mike, “Lots of depth in a very simple story!!. Great book”

GLEN F., “Great. Great”

Carlin McGoogan, “Five Stars. A good book. I recommend it”

The book by Hans Christian Andersen has a rating of 5 out of 4.7. 338 people have provided
feedback.
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